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I want to begin this morning by saying, with as little irony as possible, Happy 
Mother’s Day. The decision to bring a child into the world is, in the words of one 
Catholic sister, an act of sacred generosity. At its best, the decision to bear a child is a 
labor of love that springs from the irrepressible longing of life for itself. It’s a 
manifestation of the spirit that binds each of us to all of us and unites us with the spirit 
that sustains all life. To those of you who have borne children, as well as to those of you 
— perhaps especially stepparents and adoptive parents — who have tirelessly and 
lovingly helped nurture the children of us all, we set aside this day to acknowledge your 
commitment and your sacrifice. 

Tragically, love isn’t always the generative impulse that leads to pregnancy. 
Sometimes, violence is the source — either physical violence or institutional violence. 
One out of every five American women becomes a victim of rape or attempted rape in 
her lifetime. Some become pregnant as a result. Many live in states where women are 
intentionally kept ignorant of or have little access to options for reproductive health 
care, contraception, and the means of terminating an unwanted pregnancy. Some 
women have abortions for medical reasons. All told, one in four women in America has 
had an abortion. 

This may soon change — or at least the constitutional guarantee of the right will 
almost certainly be taken away. For many poor women, the right has already become a 
meaningless fiction. In what percent of counties in the U.S. can someone who needs an 
abortion get one? The answer is thirteen percent. In addition to the procedure already 
being impossible to get in many regions of our country, it’s also about to become illegal 
— first-degree murder, if the religious zealots in Louisiana have their way. 

Justice Samuel Alito’s draft majority opinion has been much lauded by the 
opponents of reproductive rights for its clarity. “We hold that Roe and Casey must be 
overruled,” he writes. “The Constitution makes no reference to abortion, and no such 
right is implicitly protected by any constitutional provision.” This is a ludicrous 
statement on the face of it. If you look at the Supreme Court docket and cross off the list 
every case having to do with aspects of contemporary life that are not mentioned in the 
Constitution, Supreme Court justices would spend most of their time twiddling their 
thumbs waiting for business to come along. 

What’s clearest to me about Alito’s opinion is that he’s not making a legal case at 
all. In my view, he’s presenting a religious argument masquerading as a legal opinion. 
Washington Post media columnist Jennifer Rubin puts it this way: “These are not 
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culture wars,” she says. This is not “a battle between two sides over hemlines or movie 
ratings.” Instead, she insists, “This is religious tyranny…in which the right seeks to 
break through all restraints on government power in an effort to establish a society that 
aligns with a minority view of America as a White, Christian country.” 

The Constitution makes no reference to abortion, because women themselves 
aren’t mentioned. “Women are indeed missing from the Constitution,” Jill Lepore writes 
in the New Yorker. She concisely declares, “That’s a problem to remedy, not a precedent 
to honor.” 

This nation was founded by educated and landowning Christian white men from 
Europe who believed that educated and landowning Christian white men of European 
descent should be the ones who rule on these shores. Everyone else, they believed, 
should either be corralled or massacred in the case of Native Americans, or subjugated 
or owned in the case of African-Americans, or confined and controlled in the case of 
women. Bodily integrity, individual autonomy, and human dignity were rights reserved 
exclusively for the men in power.  

This problem has been around for a very long time. The patriarchal domination 
and control of women’s bodies has been present from the beginning. Four thousand 
years ago, the Babylonian story of creation known as the Enuma Elish describes a 
primordial chaos in the form of Tiamat, the dragon goddess of the ocean, who as female 
sexuality embodies chaos. She exists alongside her male counterpart Apsu, who 
embodies the principle of order. Creation proceeds and order appears, according to the 
story, only when the goddess Tiamat is slain, thus conquering female sexuality. The 
heavens and the earth are formed from the two halves of Tiamat’s body.  

The well-known story that opens the book of Genesis in the Hebrew Bible, which 
appeared about a thousand years later, blames the temptress Eve for seducing Adam, 
which led to the couple being cast out of the Garden of Eden and into our present world 
of sin and suffering. Ever since Genesis, especially in the West, men have blamed 
women for male sexual desire and tried to make them responsible for its consequences.  

This concept plays a central role in the traditional religions of the West, all of 
which feature a male God. As the feminist theologian Mary Daly memorably put it in her 
book Beyond God the Father, “If God is male, then male is God.” As a result, culture has 
evolved such that if men can’t control their desire for women, then women must 
themselves be controlled by men – how they dress, how they act, and especially when 
and with whom they have sex and reproduce.  Boys will be boys, as the saying goes, and 
girls and women will suffer. 

In times like these, it’s easy to look at the evidence and conclude that religion is 
what’s wrong with the world. Look at religion’s horrific legacy of crusades and genocides 
over the centuries, and of retrograde activism today. It’s hard to conclude, on balance, 
that religion has been a force for good. Yet when I look at the perverse inequality 
produced by an untrammeled free market, and the moral perversity showcased by a 
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violence-saturated media, I conclude that enlightened religion must play a role in 
providing a moral underpinning to our common life. 

What do I mean by enlightened religion? I mean religion that has freed itself 
from the clutches of ancient doctrines and practices. I mean religion that embraces what 
we know to be true about human flourishing — that all of us are better off when each of 
us is treated with equal dignity and accorded equal rights. I mean religion that views its 
mission as standing up to the religious zealots who want to drag our nation back into the 
nether regions of our sexist, racist, and bigoted past. As Unitarian Universalists, our 
belief in the dignity and autonomy of each individual forms the irreducible core of our 
faith. Because each of us is constituted by our relationships to the people and world 
around us, however, none of us will be fully free until all of us are free. 

Freedom has never come easily in any era of human history, nor will it now. The 
retrograde tide is running fast, and it’s going to be fiendishly difficult to reverse it. 
Justice Alito is one-hundred percent half right when he says that the Supreme Court’s 
decision in Roe was “egregiously wrong from the start.” In Justice Harry Blackmun’s 
majority opinion in the case, Blackmun says, “The decision vindicates the right of the 
physician to administer medical treatment according to his professional judgment up to 
the points where important state interests provide compelling justifications for 
intervention.”  

In other words, the court’s decision in Roe safeguards the freedom of a 
presumptively male doctor to make whatever decisions he thought appropriate about his 
female patients. Roe protects the freedom of men in power rather than the dignity and 
autonomy of women in need. Nonetheless, there is such a thing as making the right 
decision for the wrong reason. Roe was the right decision. Its bottom-line assurance that 
women in this country should have the freedom to decide whether to carry a pregnancy 
to term was further solidified in the Casey decision two decades later. It has been settled 
law for nearly fifty years. 

Except that there seems to be no such thing as settled law anymore. While Alito 
explicitly claims otherwise, his argument potentially applies to many other aspects of 
American life, including contraception, gay marriage, and desegregation. His argument 
is also profoundly hypocritical, a flaw that has long characterized the arguments of those 
who oppose women’s equality generally and their reproductive freedom in particular. 
They have little concern for the experience of women – their suffering, their dignity, 
their claim to equality. In this sense, the so-called pro-life movement is anything but 
pro-life.  

Most people on the religious right oppose efforts to stem the surge of gun 
violence that’s devastating homes, schools, and communities across our nation. Most 
oppose measures to combat high infant and maternal mortality rates, especially among 
poor women and children. Most fervently support the death penalty. They are not 
seeking to defend all forms of human life at any cost. Rather, they are defending a 
religiously-based view of the role women should play in the world. 
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My own view is that abortion should be accessible, affordable, safe, and rare. In a 
perfect world, everyone would enjoy both the right and the freedom to experience fully a 
sense of bodily integrity, individual autonomy, and human dignity. No one would be 
forced or pressured to engage in sexual intercourse. Everyone would have full access to 
sex education, reproductive health care, and contraception from an early age. In this 
perfect world, the need for abortion would be exceedingly rare. 

The religious zealots who are animating our national conversation on these topics 
disagree, because they have no interest in freedom and justice for people who don’t look 
like them and believe like them. I believe they are profoundly wrong — wrong on the 
role of the law, wrong on the nature of religion, and wrong on the promise America 
represents. The tide may currently be running their way, and indeed it is. But I believe 
the tide will someday, somehow, someway begin to turn again. It is our religious 
responsibility and our civic duty to see that it does. 

Over the past few days, several lines by Rilke have been running through my 
mind. In a poem titled “Go to the Limits of Your Longing,” Rilke writes: 

 
Let everything happen to you: 
Beauty and terror. 
Just keep going. 
No feeling is final. 

 
Especially in difficult times, Rilke suggests, our tendency is to try to ignore or 

avoid whatever terrible things have come our way. But life is an all-or-nothing 
experience. If we close ourselves off from what’s terrible in the world, we also ultimately 
close ourselves off from what’s beautiful. 

I realize that the events of the past few days, especially when set against the 
backdrop of the past six years, may have shaken your faith in our nation. It has certainly 
shaken mine. But I still believe in the promise of what we can become together. 
Countless people of faith before us have persisted in the hard work of forcing bigotry to 
yield to equality and oppression to yield to freedom.  

The best coping strategy, Rilke says, is to keep going. Keep going. As long as we 
remain alive, no one experience will turn out to be our final experience. Something will 
come next. It may be another terrible thing, but it also may be a beautiful thing. Keep 
going. 

The road to freedom from sexism, racism, economic inequality and other forms 
of oppression is a long one. The battles have often been fiercely fought, and the battles 
continue. We should not expect to overturn thousands of years of patriarchy and bigotry 
in less than a century. We will bequeath this fight to our children.  

But we have made progress in recent decades – extraordinary progress. As Gloria 
Steinem memorably put it, part of the reason we're having this backlash is because there 
has been a frontlash. 
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Keep going. Remember that progress is neither inevitable nor irreversible. And 
remember the words of the Talmud: we are not obligated to complete the work, but 
neither are we free to abandon it.  

Today, cherish what is beautiful and confront what is terrible. Keep faith with 
yourselves and each other. Express your gratitude for the sacred generosity of the people 
who love you and the earth that sustains you.  

Onward faithful warriors! Onward! 
 


